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Abstract

Radars that are developed for the purpose of monitoring aircraft
landings in tbe terminal Air Traffic Control syste)n can be designed to
exploit the relatively high signal-to-noise ratio that characterizes the
power budgets calculated for such a link. h interferometer using a pair
of low gain antennas cm be used to obtain passive coverage over a large
azimuth and elevation sector. A large base ltie can be usecl to obtain tbe
desired elevation a]lgle estimation accuracy. & optimal tradeoff between
the width of the subarray aperture and the wiclth of tbe interferometer base
line is performed that achieves a specified elevation angle estimation error
while minimizing the overall height of the interferometer configuration.
The algorithm searches through the class of antenna patterns that can be
synthesized from so-called finite impulse, linear phase digital filters.
For the specific problem of designing an elevation sensor for ]nonitoring
lmding aircraft of final approach, the elevation mgle can be estimated
with no more thm l-milli:adian rms error when the aircraft is within
~600 azimuth, 2. 5° to 40 elevation, using two 7-wavelength s~lbarray
antennas spaced 8 wavelengths apart.

In Part II, the clesign of a separate sensor for resolving the inter-
ferometer ambiguities is formulated as a hypothesis testing problem and
solved using statistical decision theory. A bound on the probability of an
ambiguity error is derived that accounts for the effects of ground reflection
multipath and receiver noise. Acceptable performance cm be achieved
using a 4-element nonuniformly spaced array (O, 3. 2, 6.4, 11. 2 wave-
lengths) with relatively inexpensive dipole. antennas ]nountecl on tri-plmc
reflectors,
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PART I

SU13ARRAY APERTURE VS INTERFEROMl; Tl; R RASE I,INk;

1.0 Introduction and.. Summary

There are certain practical applications in which direction-finding is

to be performed in an environment of high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In

particular, in the terminal area of the Air Traffic Control (ATC) system,

aircraft begin their descent for landing within twenty miles of an airport.

Ilence, radars developed for the purpose of controlling or monitoring air-

craft approaches can exploit the relatively high SNRS that character i~,e the

power budgets calculated for such a link. An interferometer is ideally suit-

ed for this situation in view of the fact that a pair of low gain antennas can

be used to obtain passive coverage over a large azimuth and elevation sector

(i.e. , + 600 azimuth, O to 40° elevation), and a large base line can be used

to obtain the desired angle estimation accuracy. Furthermore, the antennas

and the basic phase measuring equipment can be fabricated to provide reli-

able low maintenance performance, The ambiguity lobes, which are implicit

in the interferometer configuration, can be resolved by utilizing a nOn-uni -

formly spaced array in conjunction with minicomputer signal processing.

An experimental system referred to as the Precision Altitude and Landing

Monitor (PAI,M) has already demonstrated the efficacy of this technique

[Ref. I].

In Part I of this report, the optimum design of the basic two-element

interferometer is presented. III particular, an optimal tradeoff between the

width of the subarray aperture and the width of the interferometer base lillc

is yrformed, with the goal of achieving a specified estimatiocl error while

minimizing the overall height of the interferometer configuration. This is

accomplished by deriving a sensor design eq~lation that accounts for angle

errors as a result of receiver noiscj hardware ilmperfcctions, and ,multi -

path. The errors are expressed in terms of parameters that characteri~. c :1

large class of antenna patterns (those that can be synthesized for so-callecl

1



Optimllnl finite implllsc respOnsc, Ii,>car ph;,s{ di~ital filters). ?]y tnethocl

ically searching thr O~lgh this class [,f allten!la patterns, t})e Optimu*m inter

ferOn?etcr configllration can I)c ilctcr]llincd. J-C>r Ll){ l>rOhlem Of designing

an elevation sensor for mo]litc)ring lajlding aircraft (,)] final approach, it is

desirable to cstilm ate the elcvati[>!l an~lc with 11(] I)!(,rc than 1 -wlill iradian

rms error when the aircraft is within the J. ~)0° a~irntlth, 2. 5° to 40° elc -

vatiOn coverage region. The optilm~lr,) solution consists of tio 7 -wavelength

sllbarray antennas spaced 8 wavclcn~ths apart, which corresponds to an

overall width of 15 wavelengths or 17, 5 ft at l-hand.

lhc ambiguity resc>l~ltic)n iss~lc: is considered ill detail in Part 11 of

this report. The proble,~l is forll)~,latcd as a hypot},csis Lcsting problem and

solvcd Ilsing statistical d[:c. isi Oll thc(~ry. ‘J’hc c~ptilmllnl receiver is a beam

forming array that points the antenna l~ca!l~ to each of the aml>iguous ele-

vation angles. The trite angle is cJ1oscn as the onc fnr which the measured

power is tJle largest, An ~Ipper b[~uncl C)I~the prc,l>al,i]ity of an ambiguity

error is derived that acco~lllts for the effects of gro~lnd reflection multipath

and receiver noise. Numerical results for son~c c)bvious designs arc given.

It is shown that acceptable perfc)rl~~ancc (crrc)r rate < 0. 004 at worst case

phase) can be obtained hy ilsil~g a 4 -clcnlcnt l~onunifc~rrnly spaced array

(elen>ents at O, 3.2, 6.4, 11.2 wavelengths) of relatively inexpensive dipole

antennas on tri -plane reflectors.

.
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2.0 kterfcrometer Design Equations

If a large coverage region is desired using a passive stationary radar,

it is necessary to use low gain antennas. As a rcs~llt of the fact that the

directive properties of the antenna pattern are sacrificed in favor of cOver -

age, accurate angle data can be obtained only by measuring the relative

phase between two such antennas when they are physically displaced from

each other as illustrated in Fig. 1. Such a direction-finding system is

referred to as a phase comparison monopulse or an interferometer. When

a plane wave of energy is incident upon this radar at an elevation angle e,

the phase at the lower antenna lags the phase at the upper antenna by an

amollnt

$

where D
B

is the

= ‘T ’13‘in c

interferometer

~=sine

(1)

base line measured in wavelengths. I,et

(2)

denote the direction cosine of the incident radiation, then the unknown ele-

vation angle can be estimated from

where

It is immediately apparent that the phase detector can only measure

the phase modulo 2r, hence the elevation angle estimate will be ambiguo~ls

whenever sin e increases by more than I/DIl. It will be shown subsequer~tly

that apertires spanning approximately 8 wavelengths will be needed to obtain

the requisite accuracy (i. e. , = 1 milliradian). I>ue to the fact that coverage
0

up to 40 in elevation is required for terminal area ATC, applications, it is

apparent that a multiplicity of ambiguity lobes will occur, It is well known
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[Ref. 2], however, that the ambiguities can be resolved by the judicious

placel?~ent of additional antennas to form a sr,arsely filled array. This is an

in3p0rtant issue, which shall bc treated separately in Part II Of this report.

l-or now, this report will focus on the clcsign of the basic interferometer.

k particular an examination has been made of the estimation performance

caused by phase n~eas~]relment errors that arise as a result of the presence

of receiver noise, hardware imperfections, and multipath. In the next sub-

sectior]s the basic design .eqtlations will be derived that account for phase

Tneasurement errors in a quantitative manner that illuminates the hardware

design tradeoffs that are possible.

2, 1 Front End Noise Error——..—— —————.

h practice, the n.ixer preamplifiers in the front end of each of the

channels introduce a noise component, which, through the action of the

limiters preceding the phase detectors, results in a noise component being

added to the phase term in equation (1 ). This noise term places a funda -

lmcntal limit on the accuracy with which the elevation angle can be estimated.

Using the Cramer -RaO bounding technique [Ref. 3], it can be shown that this

performance limitation for a hvo-antenna array is given by

U1 = (ZT Dn) -1 SNR
-1/2

(5

where u ~ refers to the r]ns error in the estimate of the dircctic, n cosine,

and SNR denotes the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the n~ixcr pre-

amplifier. The rims error in the elevation angle estimate is therefore

we = w,/cos e (() )

which, of course, for small e is essentially the same as equation (5 ).

Clearly the estimation error can be n~ade small by either increasing the

separation of the antenna pair or increasing the SNR.
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For typical applicatic,l~s, the sigr~al i,~-l~oisc ratio, in the absence

of ln~]ltipath and a{ltcnt~a I]alt(.: ii, (.c,;>siclc:raliot,s, 1,:>s hec!n conservatively

estimated to be 2[~ dl} fc)r :11, ;,irc raft at 20 n~i as i!,,”li[:lted i~~ the power bud-

get itemized in ‘1’able 2, I . As :i basic r{llc, it \vas lcasonable to work with

a 100-watt aircraft trallspolld(! r that prOvidc[l al, c,ffc. (tive radiated power

(KRI:>) of 20 dl} relative tO I watt. I,’or :,lIIIc,s1. :111 t.crlmir,al area applications,

aircraft will enter the systcr~l tIO farther than 20 n?ilcs in range which yields

a Path 10SS Of -126 d~~.

The signal -to-i>aise ratio \uill I>(: further in(rcascd by the gain of the

rccciving antenna. Ilow<!ver, I.hc: a{t~lal gai[l clcl>c[>ils on the apert~lrc and

a!~>plitude taper of vl;rtical :!r ray, 1 by ttlc Optimi -whi cl>.:] re LO be dc!tcrlllincc

zation algorithm. Ther<>forc, at this paint t}lc gair] !ll~lst remain unspecified.

Regardless of the exact shape: Of the elcvatic]il pattcril, however, cO\,cragc

must extend to within the :~-dll a~i!~lutl~ bcalll~vidth. ‘J’hcrcfore, we must

anticipate an additional .;-dll IOSS fc)r an aircraft located at the o~lter edge of

the azimuth coverage region.

In order to elin~inaie lI>\lltiJ>ath sig!~als ca~]scd by buildings, hills,

and athcr aircraft that Imay I,c: irl the co\,craze rcgic, i>, c>r>ly O. 2 wsec of the

0.45 -ysec pulse is inte~ratc.(1 ir, the rcccivt; r. As a res~llt of the fact that

the received energy is the; l,c>v,cr ti!l~es the tin; c dtlr:~tiorl, then the factor

lolOgo.2xlo
-6

=: -67 d]) acc. u~]nt.s fur the assc)c:iatcd el>ergy 10SS. The

noise power density, No, is I 99 dl\w/lly, corrcsp[, !lding tO a rccciver with

an effective temperature Of I OOOO1<. I’hc rlO]l>irlal sigflal -to-noise ratio,

SNR is therefore fotllld to b(! at least ?,6 dll, IIighcr accl]racy COUIC1be
0’

achieved by averaging tllc a!l~le [:sti17~atcs for se~aralc pulses within an

ATCRBS reply, e. g. , if o!) th’e average, ci~t]t p!]lscs arc prese!lt the SNR

would be increased by snot.hcr 9 all!.

6
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TAIJI,I; 2. I

I>OWER BUDGET J~OR A 7“’EI{MINAI, AI{I;A I: I, EVATION lll~ACON l{ AIIAI{

\ircraft F;RP 20 C113W 100 watts
‘ath 10SS -123d B 20-mile range
,OSS at beam edge -3 d13 3cI13-off borcsight
ntegration time -(17 dI; sec 200 nsec
Joise power density -19 9 dBw/IIz, I 0000 K noise temperature
:NR 2( dB
;ain”from averaging over 9 d]] 8 pulses present (avera~c)
separate pulses of a reply

— —.

2.2 Instrumental F;rrors—

Hardware errors manifest themselves as phase Ineasurctnent errors

as a res~llt of t}~c fact that the phase detector characteristics are not per-

fectly sinusoidal and cannot be completely acco~lnted for using calibration

tables. Furthermore, imperfectly ctlt cable lengths and temporal variations

in receiver characteristics also result in clrifts that are diffic~llt to complete-

ly eliminate. Since

+ = 2.DB sin e (7)

then 02 = (2nI)1J)-’.o (8)

where o
2

is the corresponding error in the estimate of the direction cosil~e,

and o
$

is the rms phase measurement error.

2.3 Multipath Errors

The final source of error to be considered is ca{lscd by grollnd !,l\llti-

path. It has been determined in reference [4] that multipath will prod~lcc a

phase measurement error given by

7



(9)

where p is the ratio of the ]I?ult. ipath tc~ direct sigl~al level measured at the

o~ltput of the antennas, and Qi is the phase c~f tl]e ln~dtipatb relative to the
th

direct signal at the 1 antcl~na. Considering a wc, ret case for 01 and 02
*

yields

As a result of the fact that the prcvic)us cxprcssiol~s nave been in terms of

rims values, introducing the wc>rst case Inultipath crrc]r l~~ay result in an

overly pessimistic desigrl, es}, ecially beca~lse the wc, rst case values of Oi

are not + m. H insteacl wc assul>~c that the Qi are independent random

variables uniformly distrill(lted over (-n, Tr), it is fotllld that

6+=0

6+2=p2
4

tc, terlms in p (11)

Using ~3 to denote the cOrrcspOn~ling (rims ) err Or ill the elevatiOn angle

direction cosine, and app]yi]lg equation (7), it is seen that t

P. (12)

2.4 Anterma Pattern Effects—.

The primary discriminant against ground reflection multipath is the

antema pattern developed on the subarray aperture. h order to account for

the way in which the antenna design affects the SNI{ and multipath, this

*
91 = Cos

-1
‘1 p, and Q2= j Cos P.

f For small values of p, the rms error is half the peal< error.

8



section is concerned with the canonical antenna pattern illustrated in

Fig. 2. The pattern is designed for coverage over a region en,in to emax.

Within this region, the mainlobe has ripples of magnitude 20 log (1 t 6p)/

(1 - 6P) dB, controlled by the parameter 6P. FOr a flat earth it is expected

that the multipath will arrive within the region -emin to -emax. Within this

region the sidelobes are 20 log 66 less than the non~inal antema gain, being

controlled by the parameter 6~. Due to the fact that the transition region

from the passband to the stopband is fked at 2 emin, then the al~ility to

achieve the specified passband and stopband ripples will depend on the width

of the subarray aperture that is available on which the pattern is to be syn-

thesized,

As a result of the target and multipath signals impinging on the

antenna beam at angles above e and below -e
min

rein, respectively, the

effective renection coefficient measured at the antenna output is always less

than

(13)

where p(e) is the reflection coefficient measured at the antema input for tar -

gets at elevation angle e. Therefore from equation (11 ), the rms error in

the elevation angle estimate caused by multipath is always less than

6G

.3 = (2TDB)-1~~ p(e)

P

(14)

htiitively, it is suspected that the larger the subarray aperture, the smaller

will be the ratio of stopband ripple to lower edge passband attenuation,

5~/(1 6P), thus reducing the multipath induced error. With the realization

that swller errors are also achieved by increasing the interfcron~cter base

line, equation (14 ) begins to illustrate the tradeoff that exists betieen the

width of the subarray apertire and the interferometer base line.

9





h addition to reducing the multipath induced angle errors, the shaped

beam developed on the subarray aperture also has some gain that may en-

hance the signal-to -noise ratio of the link ancl thus improve performance.

l>ue to the fact that worst-case performance is being designed, care must be

taken to account for power losses as a result of the target signal impinging

on the antenna at the passband edge. First, the gain is calculated for an

antenna using a uniform illumination to obtain coverage over an elevation

sector of width BWel, and an azimuth sector of width nWaz. me gain is

simply

(15)

k practice, the antenna is to be fabricated using radiating dipoles with half-

wavelength spacing over a ground plane. me width of the ground plane is

chosen to have a 3 -d~ azimuth beamwidth of BWaz. h other words, no

amplitude tapering is being developed for the azimuth beam, and the contri -

bution to the gain equation will be given by the second term in equation (15).

h the elevation plane, however, significant amplitide tapering will be used

in order to obtain the sector beam with the sharp lower edge cutoff. E N

elements are to be used in the vertical array (with half-wavelength spacing),

the width of the aperture is (N - 1 )/2. For a uniformly illuminated array,

the bea mwidth would be

Bwep ()= 50.9 +1

and the gain in equation (15 ) would be

(16)

(17)

For an array in which the half-wavelength excitations are tapered according

to the coefficients

11
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{an} ~=- j

the antema pattern is

N-1

x
A(e) = an exp(i nn sin e

~= o

(18)

The gain of this patiern is the gain for the uniform illun~ination reduced by
.

a factor referred to as the taper efficiency [Ref. 5] and is given by

(>; a )2
q = –~2

N Xa
n

Hence, the gain in the boresight direction is

Go=2mn(N - 1 (-----)50.9

J+w
az

(20

and is, therefore, a function of the antenna pattern generated by the synthe -

s is procedure, The SNR calc~dated in the power budget analysis in Table 2.1

is therefore increased to

SNR (N;:) = GO (N; a) . SNII (21)
0

where the notition SNR(N; a ) is used as a reminder of the dependence on the—

width of the subarray aperture and the elevation taper coefficients

al az .aN.

Additional losses in signal power will occtIr as a result of attenuation

by the passband edge and multipath fading. At the output of the antenna the

amplitude of the target signal, which has incident amplitude As and is located

in the center of the passband, will be As{GO. I’rom equation (18), the ampli-

tude of the antema pattern on boresight is x an, whereas its value at the

12
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1-

passband edge is 1 - 6P. Therefore, if

edge, its amplitude will be reduced tO

the target is located at the passband

(22 )

Similarly the amplitude of the mdtipath signal at the stopband edge will be

6fi
A; = p(emin ) AS fiO -x (23)

Due to the fact that this can combine out of phase with the direct signal,

~ultipath fading can occur, which reduces the signal amplitude to

I 1-6 - p(emin) 6~
Al = ASTG P

‘s - 0 z an
(24 )

Therefore, the reduction in amplitude relative to the boresight value is

simply [1 - 6P - p(emin) 6~1/z an. fius, the increase in SNR, aS a result

of antenna gain, is offset by losses caused by passband cutoff and multipath

fading, which results in an effective OPerating signal ‘tO-nOise ratio ‘f

[ (50~~j+2010g[LS~:p (emi.)]SNR(N; a) = SNRO t 20 10g 2~V (N -1 ) ~~—
n

(25)

where SNRO refers to the 26 -d~ value computed in Table 2. 1. It should be

noted that all of the quantities are easily computed at each step r)f the

iterative process. me above SNR value is used to include the effects of

these losses in tie elevation angle error caused by the receiver noise. The

contribution to the rms angle error, equation (5 ), becomes

rl = (2mDB)
-1

SNR(N;~)-1/2 (26)

13



2.5 Sensor Design Eq~latiOn_—-. —

Due to the fact that errors ca~lsed by noise, hardware imperfections

and m~lltipath are independent, they can I>c added in ;IF-I rn~s sense to give

the total error design eq~lation. Therefore, cornbinill!: equations (8), (14)

ancl (26), this equation becoII~cs

, “2)1/2
=(U; +U; ~

o sine e

I [ [) 2 1/2

= (2 TD1j)- ] ~NqT~=aT -1 [1: i II~.-=sr-.p (emin)
-. P (27)

For a given subarray aperture (which fixes the” n(lmb(!r Of elements N) and a

given aperture taper, 6P and 6= can be detcrInined, and the values for

equation (25) and the bracket terln in equation (27) can be computed. The

interferometer base line can then bc chosen to yield the desired accuracy

0“D
milliradians. For tactical military operations, it is essential that the

overall height of the array bc as small as possible. Therefore, it is desired

to find that aperture taper (:{!,d corresponding sllbarray apertire width DS)
,~:

.;
and interferometer base line D

1)
such that t}le r ,, milliradian accuracy is

:: ,:
achieved and DB t 1>S, the total width of the intcrfcrorl~eter, is a minimum.

In order to solve this optimization problcm it will first be necessary to

establish an antenna pattern synthesis technique that exhausts the class of

antenna patterns having the canonical antenna pattern ill~lstrated in Fig. 2

for which the sensor clesi gn equation was derived; this is the topic to be dis-

cussed in Section 3. 0.

14



3. 0 Optimum Antenna Pattern Synthesis

In order to design an antenna pattern that satisfies the constraints 011

coverage and ripple widths illustrated in Fig. 2, information contained in the

paper by Evans [Ref. 6] and analogous work in the area of digital filter design

will be used. h particular, the results of Parks and McClellan [l{ef, 7],

which is a filter synthesis method that minimizes the approximation error

to an ideal bandpass filter, shall be used. The optimization is performed

over the class of finite impulse response (FIR),, linear phase digital filters.

The mapping from elevation angle space, e, to frequency space F is defined

by the relation

F=0.5(sine-sineO) (28)

The solution to the filter design problem yields a frequency characteristic

that is symmetrical about DC: whereas in the antenna design case, the pat-

tern is to be located in such a way that the center of the transition region is

located on the horizon. This translation is accounted for by the sin e term
0

in ~quatiOn (z8 ) frOm which eO can be interpreted as the electrical tilt angle

and can be implemented by applying an appropriate phase taper to the antenna

elements

In the antenna design problem, the maximum and mininluIm elevation

angles (emax and emin ) over which passband coverage is to be obtained are

specified, These elevation angles correspond to the passband and stopband

edges Fp and Fs in the filter design problem. The duality is more clearly

demonstrated by comparing the filter design specifications indicated in Fig. 3

with those for the antenna illustrated in Fig. 3. From this comparison, the

following relations can be written:

Fp = O. 5[sin emax - sin eo] (29a)

-Fp = 0. 5[sin emin - sin eo] (29b)

-Fs = O. 5[sin(-emin) - sin eo] (29c)

15
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Fig. 3. Filter design, antenna design duality.
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From these equations, it is fOund tl~at

r = 0. 25[sin e,max - sin cInin
P

Fs = Fp t sin emin

-lF+F

()
e = ~i* ~—~

0 2

(30a)

(3 01))

(30C)

The optimum FIR digibl filter synthesis algorithm also requires specification

of the number of filter coefficients, N, and the ratiO

K = 6p/6~ (31)

The algorithm then generates the finite impulse response that minimizes (in

a minimax sense) the approximation error to an ideal low pass filter and

results in the corresponding values of 6 and 65. The computer program
P

used was (with minor modifications ) the same as that described and doc~l-

mented in [Ref. 8]. The design algorithm is implemented by specifying K

and F and F , which f% the transition width; then the deviation 6 and als[)
s

6 = Kp 6 aresminimized, I“igure 4 illustrates some of the experimental
P s

results of the relationships betieen these parameters obtained by Parks ancl

McClellan [Ref. 7]. Figure 4(a) plOts 6P vs Fp ‘or a lcngth 29 ‘ilte’, ‘hicll

indicates that a 3. 32 -d]) fluctuation in the sidelobe level can be Obtained by

varying the location of the passband edge, This rather peculiar behavior

has significant implications regarding the synthesis of antenna patterns ancl

will be presented in Section 4. 0. Figure 4(b) indicates the reduction in

sidelobe level that is possible by increasing the length of the filter. k terms

of the antenna pattern design, this simply indicates that larger apertures can

achieve lower sidelobe levels, which in t~lrn means a reduction in the effects

of multipath.
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Fig. 4(a). Influence of passband edge F on stopband deviation 6~ for
Pfked transition width TW = O. 09 and we ghting factor K = 10 with

length 29 filter.
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Fig. 4(b). Dependence of stopband deviation t,~ 01~ filter length for
passband edge.Fp = O. 2, stopband edge F~ = O. 24 and weighting factor
K = 50.
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In Section 4.0 this filter design algorithm will be applied to generate

a large class of optimum antenna patterns. The parameters of the antenna

patterns are used to evaluate the sensor design equations develnped in the

preceding section. This aids in the performance of the tradeoff between the

subarray aperture and the interferometer base line.

,.
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4. 0 Optimum hterferolneter IJesign

The results of the preceding sections shall IIC.JWbe combined to

develop a methodology for perfornling an Optinlul]l tr:~deoff betieen the

interferometer base line and the subarray aperture. ‘~0 begin, the number

of elements in the array are fixed at N. This fhes tl,e width of the sub-

array aperture at

1>S = (N - 1)/2 (32)

where one-half-wavelength separation heticcn elen]ents has been assumed

For this value of N, a ~,aluc for the parameter K = 61,/6~ is then chosen,

and the corresponding optimun~ antenna pattern is designed, which results

in optimal values of 6 a~~d 6s. These values arc applied to the sensor
P

design equation, equation (3 O), and solved for the interferometer base line

needed to yield a u ~ I~lilliradian estimation error for a target at the mini-

mum elevation angle, emin. SOlving equatiOn (~ o ) fOr D13 gives

( ){” [ 6 2 1/2
DB(K; N) = ~~~o 1 s

D
SNIZ~NY-Z~ ‘“ r : 1}‘“i“”:-3;-p‘emin )-..

(33)

As a consequence, for fixed N, different values of J< result in different

optimal antenna tapers with different values of 6 {!s and bores ight gain;
P’

hence the inter ferol>?etcr base line necclcd to cns~lrc the a,] milliradian error

is indeed functionally depenrlcnt On the weighting paratnetcr K. Therefore,

a search is performed over all possil>le val~les of K tc) determine the mini-
,;:

mum interferometer base line D})(N). T’hc total aperture width of the

interferometer is then

DT(N) = (N 1 )/2 -1 l>~3(N) (34)

which depends on only the number of antenna elements N. A search is then

performed over integer values of N until the aperture of the antenna co~nplex

is minimized.
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The foregoing ideas can be demonstrated most clearly by way of an

example: Suppose it is decided to design an interferometer for monitoring

aircraft landings in which the rms errors arc to be no larger than 1 mini -

radian. Coverage from 2.5° to 40° in elevation is required over an azimuth

sector ~600 in extent, For multipath reflections from flat dry gound, the

magnitude of the reflection coefficient as a function of aircraft elevation

angle is illustrated in Fig. 5. For an aircraft at the minimum elevation

angle, 2. 50, the reflection coefficient is -3 dB, Assuming that it is possible

to construct a receiver in which the phase measurement errors caused by

hardware imperfections will be less than 1.5 electrical degrees, the follOw -

ing set of parameter values are established:

SNRO = 26 dB

= 1 milliradian
‘D

e = 40°
max

e = 2.5°
min

p(e ~in) = -3 dB

~ = 1, 5° (electrical)
+

The pas sband and stopband cutoff frequencies are then determined and used

as an input to the filter design program. h the next step, the number of

elements in the subarray is ftied, e. g. , N = 10, which gives a subarray

aperture of 4. 5 wavelengths. E a uniform illumination were appliecl to the

aperture, the antenna gain wOuld be 13.9 d}~. ~ fact, tbe filter synthesis

algorithm results in nonmiform distributions that are functionally dependent

on the parameter K = 6p/6 e. g. , with K = 10. 0, the 10SS in gain caused bYs’
the use of a tapered amplitide distribution, as measured by the taper effi -

ciencY, equation (19), is -2. 3 dB. h addition the synthesis program outp~lts
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Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient for smooth, flat, dry land vs angle of
incidence.
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the minimizing values of 6 and 6~, h this case the values are 6P = O. 5947,

and 6~ = 0.05947 correspo~ding tO 11.9 -d~ passhand ripples an(l -28. 6-c]]]

sidelobes relative to the bores ight gain, lIIc numerical values c>f 6 and 6s
P

are then used in the sensor design equations (25 ) and (27) to deter ]nine the

effects of the passband attenuation and multipath, e. g. , at 2. 5° elevatiOn,

the @rget signal will be attenuated an additional -11.9 d~~ as a result Of the

lower edge cutoff of the antenna pa~ern. men the effect Of a fade caused

by Imultipath is considered, the 10SS increases to -14.47 d~. ?Iese losses,

as well as the effects of the multipath ind~lced angle errors, are accounted

for simply by suhstituthg their values for the effective gain and passband

and sidelobe levels tito equations (25) and (27), which then yields the inter-

ferometer base line that is needed to support 1 -milliradian - rms angle

For the preceding values, the required base line is 20.4 wavelengths.

Combined with the 4. 5 -wavelength width of the subarray aperture, the

interferolneter width (when K = 10. o) is 24. 9 wavelengths. Of course,

error.

total

varying K will cause this total width to vary, and in order tO find the small-

est possible width a search over a range of values of K is required. The

results for the 10-element subarray are plotted in Fig. 6. The Iminimum

interferometer aperture in this case is 23. 75 wavelengths at K = 26. 5

(6P = 0.7151, 66 = O. 0269).

It should be emphasized that the precedtig design for a 10-elelment

a=raY is the optimum, dependent upon the condition that the upper edge of

the passband is requirecl to be precisely 40° (emax = 40° -+ Fp = 0.321 ).

130wever, in Section 3. 0, it was indicated that the optimum filter designs

were functionally dependent on the passbancl cutoff frequency, I’p[ O. 5 (sin

e sin eO)], h the antenna design problem,
max -

there is some flexibility in

the actual coverage region specification, and it is therefore important to

explore the sensitivity of the optima with respect to the parameter emax.

This is plotted in I“ig. 7, which illustrates the minin~um interferometer

aperture as a function of the maxi]num elevation angle for which specified

coverage is desired, viz emax. For a fixed number of elements, it is

apparent that the fluctuation in the minimum aperture width can be signifi -

cant, For the 10-element design, the aperture for a 40° coverage is 23.75
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wavelengths, but only 18, 4 wavelengths if t.l,c coverage region is expanded to

66°, l>ue to the fact that tl]ere is no loss in usil~g a,, antenna pattern that

gives larger coverage, it is obvio~ls that the latter ~l~sign shOuld be used.

AISO plotted were the n>inil,lun, aperture widths for 11 -through 15 -element

designs versus the coverage paral>>eter emax. fi eacl, case the best design

operating point is chosel~ to be the value of Clllax I1O snlaller than 40° for

which the overall aperture is a Iminimum, The results are tabulated in

Table 4. 1, AISO tab~llated was the S1OPC of the antenna pattern at the horizon,

and the parameter K = 6p/6s because these give an indication of the likely

sensitivity of the perfor]nance to antent~a hardware errors.

7’AI!l,IC 4. 1

CIIA1{AC’J’}!:I <lS’J’ICS 01 01”’T’IM17f,:I> I) F:SIC;NS

I.nte rfc r01T3ctc r ‘— “–--”-- }T~{z onMax~mum

umber of Apert{lre l,:levation slope

;lements (wave le,~~ths) Angle (degrees) (d13/deg) K = 6p/6
s

10 18.4 67.5 3.67 13.66

11 17.1 58.0 3.79 15.78

12 16. 2 50.5 3.84 15.85

13 15.6 45.5 4,22 17.30

14 15.2 41.0 4. 2,3 14.74

15 IF. O 37.0 4.29 1-/.05

16 14.9 35.0 4.57 19.90

_— . ....——-. ——-..—— .—

AlfiOugh the design for a 16 -clelment array would l>robably be accePt -

able from a coverage point of view, it cannot be used in practice because the

interferometer base line is 7. 4 wavelengths, which is smaller than the

physical separation required for the two 7.5 -wavele]~gth apertires of the

subarrays. The smaller base line could only be accommodated by offsetting

the azimuth boresight axis of the two s~lbarrays which would then cause an

additional phase shift to tile interferotneter measurement whenever the air -

craft was not in the azimuth boresight plane, Therefore, the optimal solution

is obtained by the 15 -element subarrays (7 wavelengths wide ) spaced 8 wave-

lengths apart. It is interesting that the optimuln solution is es sentiall Y a filled

aperture.
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The optimum antenna pattern is illustrated in Figs. 8, 9, and 1~.

The amplitude taper needed to generate the optimum antenna pattern is

illustrated in Fig, 11. A linear phase taper would also be applied to the

elements in order to electrically steer the beam to center the pattern at

19.0° in elevation. H a uniform taper were applied to the same physical

aperture, the antenna gati would be 15. 8 dB. IIOwever, the taper used to

obtain the sharp cutoff and sector beam coverage has a taper efficiency of

-11.5 dB. The signal 10SS as a result of the attenuation at the passband

edge is O d13 indicating that the boresight gain occurs on the boundary of

the passband constraint region (1 ~ 6P). men the possibility of a multipath

fade is considered, another -O. 4 dB 10SS is incurred. Adding all of these

effects produces an effective output SNR of 29. 8 d~, which is the number

used in calculating the contribution to the rms error caused by receiver

noise, It was found that the sidelobes were -27.9 dI~ dOwn frOm the bOre -

sight gab: and because the bores ight gain and the gain at the passband edge

are equal in this particular case, the multipath is -30.9 dB lower than the

direct signal (a -3 dB-multipath reflection coefficient was assumed). The

final parameter of interest is the slope of the antenna pattern at the horizon

which indicates how fast the lower edge cutoff is rolling off. For this

example, it proved to be 4. 3 dB/deg, which may not be unreasonable to

maintain in practice. k case it is unreasonable and other designs must be

chosen for practical reasons, the horizon slopc and the interferometer

widths for the optimum designs (as a function of N ) have been tabulated in

Table 4. 1.
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5.0 Conclusions

A synthesis techniq,le has been developed that performs an optimum

tradeoff between the s~lbarray apertur~: and the base: line separation of a two-

element interferometer. I{cceiver noise, hardware phase detector errors,

and ground reflection l~)~lltipath are simulta[~eou sly taken into account in the

algorithm in order to obtain :1 spccificd elevation an~le estimation accuracy.

Each antenna pattern in the class over which the search was performed was

the elevation domain analo~ of an optimum finite ilmpulse response, linear

phase digital filter. ~.’hcy COUIC1therefore be directly sy[~thesized using a

design algorithm devclopcrl I)y l>arks and McCl[:llan. ~’he optimum designs

were found to be functions of the n~axilnum elevation angle (i.e. , the pass-

band edge of the analo~o~ls digital filter). I,’or the exa)nple stidied, it was

fortuitous that the specified coverage corresponded to a stationary point;

hence the antenna pattern corresponded to an eqtiiripple filter. The same

result could therefore have hcen obtained using the Ilofstetter, Oppenheim,

and Siegal algorithn> [l{cf. 9], although the act~lal algorithm specifications

are not as straightforward as with the I~arks, McClellan algorithm. I,’urther -

more, the latter tcchlliq~tc prod~lces the best designs for any coverage con-

dition, which could be irnport:i!lt ill some applications.

The synthesis method was used for an example that typifies the

requirements for an elevatic)l) sensor that provides ~round derived elevation

data for landing aircraft. 1’OT 2. 5“ to 40° coverage, it wa s determined that

two 7-wavelength anten!las spaced 8 wavelengths apart would support 1-mini -

radian elevation angle errors, In its present forth, the antenna pattc:rn

design applies a uniform cc,nstraint on the magnitude of the sidelobes in the

multipath region. As a result of the fact that the rn~lltipath reflection

coefficient decreases in l~~agnil~lde fr)r aircraft at higher elevation angles,

‘additional degrees of freedolj! catl be introduced in the optimization by

applying a sidelobe constraint f~lnctiorl that increases in proportion with the

decrease in the reflection coefficic!lt. l’his al.tcration can be incorporated

into the filter synthesis comp~ltc r prc)gram with little difficulty.
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Another possibility for further reduc tig the subarray aperture is to

use the antenna synthesis technique proposed by Evans [Ref. 6], which seeks

the minimum phase tiper rather than the linear phase taper considered in

this report. There is some indication that fewer elements are required to

obtain the same antema pattern specifications.

There remains the is sue. of ambiguity resolution which always arises

in conjunction with the use of an interferometer. This is derived from the

fact that more than one cycle of phase is traversed whenever the elevation
-1

angle increases by more than sin DB. For the example, it was found that

‘B =
8 wavelengths; hence, the unambiguous region extends from OnlY o to

7.2°. As a consequence that coverage from 2.5° to 40° was desired, there

will be five ambiguity lobes that must be resolved. ~ I~art II of this report,

this problem is examined from a point of view of the statistical decision

theory to determine an optimum strategy for resolving the ambiguities.
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I’Al{’J’ li

OPTINIUM AN TI,:NNA 1)1’;SIGN 1’011 Ahfil!l(illl’J’Y lll;SOLUTION

1. 0 Introduction

h Part I of this ‘J’cc.h]lical NcJtc, a dcsigl] ~~l~orithm was developed

that could be used to fine? the optimll~], tradeoff l~ct!vcc]l the subarray aper-

ture and the interferoxllctcr I)ase line for a sensor that would estimate ele-

vation angle to some I.eqllisitc :icc~lracy, A desigl] f(>r a typical terminal

Air Traffic Control applicatiol~ was given ill wl]icl) it was found that errors

less than 1 milliradian cc),,] d bc obtai,~ed IIS ing! 7 -\\,avclengtb antennas spaced

8 wavelengths apart. As :i result of the fact that the angle estimate is based

on a measurement of the relative phase between the two antennas, ambiguous

angle estimates occ~lr whc]~ever the elevation angle is greatsr than 7. 2°.

As a result of the fact that coverage is usually desired over a much wider

region, typically up to 40°, it is clear that an additional antema complex

will be needed to resolve tl)c ambig~lities.

E ody phase con,parison data are available, ad hoc solutions to the

ambiguity resoltltion prob]cl]] ;II l.eady exist [l<cf. 1o]. ‘lhese schemes

usually require that the ele~l~ental antem~as have enough vertical aperture

to provide some discrimination against multipath. An alternative scheme

is to use very simple dipole a~ltcnnas and meas~ll:e the amplitude and phase

of the incident signals, Ill tl,is \vay the lm~dti}>ath discrimination can be

obtained by properly desigllil~g the array antcmla l>attern, his approach

appears to have received l~c) attcntiorl in the literat~lrc and will therefore be

the subject of this report. It will be shown that the ambiguity resolution

problem can be formulated <Is an h4-ary hypothesis testing problelm for which

the optimum solution call bc c)l,tained llsil~g statistical decision theory.

Bounds, on the probability that receiver Iloisc al~d multipath cause an

ambiguity error, are calc~llatcd. As ill l’art 1, tl, e dcsigll of an elevation

sensor is considered til detail. ‘lhc pcrformal~ce botmds are evaluated for

ground reflection nlultipatb :l~]d used as a guide in the selection of the num-

ber of additional antenr,as nccdcd and the i~lter -elcxl,cllt spacings. It is
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shown that the probability of an ambiguity error for a 4 -element nonuniform

array, with antema elements located at O. 0, 3. 2, 6, 4, and 11, 2 wavelengths,

is less than 004.
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2. 0 Mathematical Form~llation

It is as su]necl that N alltcllna elen,ents, wl,ich arc located at positions

dn/~ wavelengths from the botto~,l antcnl~a, arc av:lilal~lc, where n = O,

1, . . . . N - 1, and do = O as in~licatecl in Fig. I Z. PrO~’isiOns have been ‘ade

to n]easure the amplit~lde and phase at the outputs of each of these antennas.

These outputs can be Imodcled as

rn = A cxp j[q I Z~r(Cln/h) sin c] -1w
n

(l”)

where, in the simplest case, the only form of intcrfcrcnce is caused by the

receiver noise, denoted w,,. q’his is a zero n~ean col~~plex, white, Gaussian

randolm process withvariance

(wn12 =202

Letting y = A exp j v dellotc the unknown coII,plcx amplit~lde of the received

signal: tn = dn/k, the ele l~lcrlt spacing in wavelengths and u = sin e, the

direction cosine of the elevaticm :Lnglc c, equation (1 ) can be written as

r
n

=yexpj(2mt u)+wn
11

(2)

For a two-element array, of the type studied in l>art I, the data are

‘o
=y+w”

(3)

‘1
= y exp j(2,Tl~) i w]

where T = tN = D/k meastlrcs the tc)tal apcrtilre width in wavele~lgths. IIof -

stetter and Delong [Ref. 11 ] have shown that the optil~lum estilnate of u is

.
u=(argr

1
arg ro)/Zw T (4)
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which is the interferometer or phase con,I~:+.risen nlo~~opldse solution. The

data in equation (3 ) and the estinlate in equation (4 ) are alnbiguous whenever

u increases by more tha~] I/’r. For coverage over an angular region from O

to e Il=ax, the direction cosillc varies fronl o tou,max, (= sin emax), which in

many applications is larger than 1/’1.’, resulting ill al!lbiguous data. b fact,

the elevation pattern of the interfcroll~cter will have M = [umax/T]+. ambiguity

lobes, where [x]+, denotes the smallest integer 2 X. ~ Order tO make the

ambiguity lobe dependence clear, it is useful to express the parameter u in

the following way

where O 5 VO S l/T denotes the relative position of u as it would appear in

the principal ambiguity lobe from O to l/T, while m/T (In some integer from

O to M - 1 ) locates the ambigllity lobe in which the true parameter value is

located. It follows, therefore, that the tie-element interferometer is capa-

ble of estimating only the local part of u, namely Uo. This estimate will l~e

denoted as ~0 and is deterll~inecl fron> equation ( 4), viz

A

u o = (arg rl arg rO)/Z~T (6)

h Part I, the design of the *o-element interferometer was con-

sidered in detail. Basically it was established that it was possible to con-

struct an antema pair having the snlallest possible subarray aperture and

interferometer base line to achie”ve a prescribed error in the estimate of

u.
o

This error is usually quite small (- 1 milliradian); hence, if the correct

ambiguity lobe were known (c. g. , ;I ), a very acc~lrate csti~nate of u could

be ~b~ined simPIY by taking O = CO + fro/T, The problem is in the determi-

nation of m, which is known ody to be s otlle integer from O to M - 1. Two

antennas are clearly insufficient for the detcrnlination of m, hence, addi-

tional elements must be provided fOr tl~is purpOse. ~ fact, it is prOpOsed

that a separate antema colnplex be I]sed to perfornl this function, thus

separating the local estilllation and ambiguity resolution functions in practice
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as well as in concept. The two-element interferometer yields the estimate

G
o’

which is very close to the true parameter value, u ~. Therefore, there

are M possible values for the estimate of u :

A
‘o

;Ot l/T

00 + 2/T

tot(M-l )/T

The problem of determining which integer value to choose can be formulated
th

as an M-ary hypothesis test in which the m hypothesis is

Hm: O ~ =Oot m/T m= 0,1, .,. ,M-l (7)

Using the data vector ~ = cOl(ro, rl, rz, . . . . r ~ - ~ ), where r ~ is given by..

equation (2), it is desired to decide in favor of one of the M hypotheses. AS

a result of the fact that the aircraft for which the elevation angle isbeing

estimated is equally likely to be anywhere within the proposed airspace, the

13ayes rule that leads to the minimum probability of erroneously selecting the

wrong hypothesis (i. e.

and only if

p(rl FIm:—

ambiguity lobe ) is given by [Ref. 12]: declare Hm if,

> P(~\ ‘lk) k= 0,1, . . ..l. k#m, m, (8)

where p(r I ~~k ) is the probability density function of the random vector r—
th

-.

under the assumption that the k hypothesis is true. AS a res~llt of the

fact that the noise terms in equation (2) are Gaussian, this density function

is easily computed. In fact, the likelihood function can be shown to be given

by
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(9)

The optimum test declares in favor of hypothesis 11,n if, and only if, !(m) >

l(k), k = O, 1, ., , M - 1; k # lm. h practical terms, the processor scans

the antema pattern to the M beam positions, “U. t k/T, k= 0,1, .,. ,M -1,

and chooses the beam position for which the power measured is largest. It

is important to note that the scanning is actually done in softiare, with the

antenna elements being entirely passive.

It will be useful to simplify the notation for the test statistic in equa
.

tion (9). Signals are defined by the vectOrs ~ (ok) = cO1[s O(;k)l ‘l(”k)) . . . .

6N - ~(;k)l,

where

Sri(u) = exp j 2rutn (lo)

N-14

Using the imer product notation, < x, y > = ~
Y

*<
, ‘nYn, the test statistic— —

can then be written as ~= o

2

P(k)= < r, s(:k) >—. (11)
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h Section 3.0, this expression is used in the development of a bound on the

probability of an ambiguity error as a result of the presence of receiver

noise and multipath.
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3. 0 ~~rror Perfornlance

CJsing Ilayes’ rule, the probability that the receiver declares the in-

correct ambiguity lobe is

(12)

where es is the true elevation angle of the aircraft, and P(CS ) represents

the probability density function or the relative weighting to be given to that

elevation angle. Although the value of the average probability may be of

some interest, it is standard practice to base the design of an Air Traffic

Control sensor on the worst case condition, This is especially important

for a landing monitor in view of the fact that an aircraft will maintain a fixed

elevation angle for a relatively long period of time. It is also important

that the probability of an ambiguity error be low during that time segment.

Therefore, the effort will concentrate on the development of the conditional

error probability P(61 es). TO put the conditional event into the decision

theoretical framework, the following definitions are needed:

us = sin e
s

m= [Tus].

m
u =u -

06T

where [x] the largest integer 5 x

(13a)

(13b)

(13C)

Then the direction coshe of the tr~le air

craft elevation angle can be written as

m
‘s

= ~. + --
T

(14)

whence, m can be interpreted as the true ambiguity lobe.
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The estimate of (~”, GO, is developed at the o~ltput of the phase corn-
th

parison monopulse systen), The estilnate of the 111 alllbiguity lobe, ~, is

obtained by selecting the largest of the M vallles c~f the likelihood function,

f(k), given in equations (9 ) a]ld (1 1 ). An an~bigt,ity error is made if, and

OnlY if, !(k) > l(m) for 60]11C value of. k not eql:al to 111. Therefore, the con-

ditional probability of error is given by

P(C
[

es)= ~>o(o)>f(n~)u~(l)>?(m) .I(ln-l > P(m) Uf(mtl )>!(m)

I(M - 1) > f(,,, ) [u
1

=Uo t;:
s

(15)

where A U 13 denotes the logical “and/ort! union of ho events, A and B, h

general !(0), !(1 ), , I(M - 1 ) are correlated random variables that render

eqllation (15 ) difficult to evaluate analytically, There is a strong parallel

betieen the problen~ of aI~~biguity resol~ltion and M ary digital comm~lni -

cations, The so-called union bouncl has been ~]seftllly applied to the latter

problem [Ref. 13], and it is reasonable to atter)lpt its application to the

problem at hand,

3. 1 The Union Bound———.-———-———

Applied to equation (15 ), the union bound is silnply

The probability expression in eqtlation (16) is ,nore likely to be analytically

tractable because it only involves a bivariate distribution. h particular, it

is necessary to evaluate the joint probability density function (pdf) for the

randon~ variables, ?(k) and ((]]]), defined by cq~lation (1 1 ). Equation (1 1 ) and

the associated decision criterion represented an optim(ln? receiver

uration when the interference was receiver noise. This processor
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used when multipath signals are also present. Therefore, the statistical

description of the random variable, t(xn), will be derived for a received

signal that includes the direct and multipath data, h this case, the received

data vector r has components—

r=
n Y6 exp j2n”~tn +- yl exp j2~”1tn t Wn

= Ys sn(uB) t yl sn(ul) +’Wn

where y~ = AS exp jv~, Y1 = AI exp jyl repre6ent

the direct multipath waveforms, and us = sin es,

(17)

the complex amplitudes of

UI = sin el represent the

direction cosines of the direct and multipath signal~, respectively. Using

equation (1 O), the data vector can then be written as

r = YS ~(”s) t ~1 g(”I) t y—

The test statistics can then be evaVuated

equation (1 1 ). The result is

(18)

by subs tititing this re suit into

f(k)= Iys< s(!Js), s(~k) > tyl < S(O1), ~(~k)>t<~,. — —. ~(;k)lz ’19)

where O
k

= 60 t k/T. A similar expression holds for t(m).

It is appropriate to introduce the signal correlation coefficient

N-1

k(”)=+
z

expj2nutn

~= ~

(20)

This function can be interpreted as the array factor or antenna pattern of the

array of antenna elements. It is tbe design of this function that is controlled

by choosing the inter-element spacings, to, tl, ., tN ~. It will now be
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shown that the probability of error performance depends almost entirely on

the shape of this function.

By definition of the inner products used in cyuatiOn (19), it fol10w6

that

(21)

Therefore, equation (19 ) can be written as

?(k)= I y~k(~]~ ok) -IYIL(U1 - ~k) + ll(k)12 (22)

.
where v(k) = < W, S(uk) > is a zer O mean, complex Gaussian random vari-— —

able. Its variance is given by the expressions

l~(k)12 = 2<N (23a)

_..

~z(k)= O (23b)

which follow from the fact that Wn is a white noise sequence. Similarly, it

follows that

t(m) = ly~k (1J - O,m) -1 ~lA(ul - om )+n(m)12s
(24)

where ~(m) is also a zero mean complex Gaussian random variable with the

variance given in equation (23). In addition, q(k) and ~(m) have covariance

given by
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It is possible to obtain an expression for the joint pdf for ~(m) and

p(k), but the final res~llt is con~plicated and does not lead to nlathen~atically

tractable results. h lieu of the rigorous approach, a first -orcler analysis

is performed, which approximates r(k) and p(n~) as correlated Gaussian ran-

dolll variables. The approximation is quite accurate whenever the effective

signal-to-noise ratio is greater than 1Z dl~, which will certainly be the case

for the problem at hand. The details are quite straightforward and hence

have been relegated to the Appendix. It is shown that the upper bound for

the conditional probability of error is

k# m

where

(26)

(Z7)

(28)

~(’’’)=k[us-(:0+~)li”h!’,-(Oif)]’‘Xpj’o(29~)

‘(k)=A[’s -(fi+”~)l i [’~ -to’ $)1’‘Xpj’o(2V1, )

and where the complex reflection coefficient is
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In equation (3 O), p represents the magnitude of the multipath reflection

coefficient, and q represents the relative J)basc between the direct and

multipath signals. The purpose of i~lcl(lding p a~~d q? in the argument of the

erfc function, equations (z6 ) and (28 ), is to make clear the implicit depen-

dence on these important parameters. It is also interesting to note that the

performance depends critically on the configuration of the antenna array

through the array factor L(u).

3. Z Special Case: No Multipatb—

men the multipatb signal is absent, P = o; and because us = u. t ~,

eq~lation (29 ) reduces to

~(m) = A(IJO 0,1) (31a)

(31b)

The term, U. - ;., represcl~ts the errOr in tile estimate Of the directiOn

cosine as generated by the associated interferometer. For a well designed

system, this error is snlall ~nOugll that the fOllOwi~~g aPPrOximatiOns llOld:

h this case, the conditional probability of error reduces to

(32a)

(32b)

k# m

(33)
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where

(34 )

is the signal-to-noise ratio at each antenna element. The result is intuitively

satisfying in the sense that it shows thlat the probability of error decreases

with increasing signal -to- floise ratio and decreasing sidclObe le”els in the

array antenna pattern, l-or a unifor~mly spaced array, tn = n A, (N- I) A= T’,

(35)

Therefore, as long as A
-1

2 sin e where emax
max’

is the maximum eleva -

tion angle, then the grating lobe will occur outside the desired coverage

region, and it follows that

Hence, the probability of an ambiguity error is

(P Clu

)
(r”)= W. + ~ 5 (M-1) erfc ‘=a

s
(36)

which represents the slmallest upper bound that can be derived. h this sense,

the uniform array is opti~num.

3, 3 General Case

k the general case, in which multipath signals are present, the per -

formance depends not only upon the array antema pattern and signal-to -noise

ratio; but upon the magnitide and phase of the reflection coefficient as well.

At any one aircraft position, the relative phase is likely to assume any value

from O to 2m. However, a change in phase can occur ofly when the path
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length difference betwec:l~ the direct an[l l,~ulti]~ath si&llals changes measur

ably, which requires a sigl~ificant displace lr,cllt ill tl)c position of the aircraft.

As a result of this fact, the val~le of the relative I~l!:Ise Inay not change over

relatively long periocls c)f tilllc. l’roxn a desixn poij,t of view, this means

that the performance bc~ulld sho~lld be evaluatc~l at tl, c worst case phase.

Therefore, the conclitiol~:~l probability [~f errc>r, (:quatiol~ (26 ), is further

upper bounded by

k#lll

This bound depends 011 [,nly the l~lagl~itu(?c of the rcflectiol~ coefficient,

which, in the case of :LI1 az.i~lluth sensor or an elevation sensor ti front of

hilly terrain, is difficldt to Il]odel. In these cases, :Ir] evaluation of the

probability of error J)erfc~r]l~allce will deJ~cnd on rcasc)llal>le estimates for

the values that this J>aral]lct(!r could take on,

In many cases of practical interest, it call l>e assllmed that the area

ill front of an elevation sensor is flat. I,’or these sittlations, models exist

that characterize the reflection coefficient as a f~ll)ction of elevation angle,

I-or vertical polarization, which typifies the elcvatic)r, sensor design, the

magnitide of the reflection cclcfficiel~t for an al~glcl [If incidence, e is
r

given by

c (cr COS2 el)
1/2

sin c

(38)~(el) = -T.. ...... . . . .....--. .. ... . 1)2

Cr sillel -1 (c - cosz el)
r

t, is the ~olnplex c?ielectric cc~nstarlt c)f the reflecting terrain.where <r = et - IC

Most references give data fc)r the earth in terlns c,f the relative dielectric
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constant, c/c. (where G = dielectric constant, al~d co = dielectric constant of

the space ) and conductivity, u , which are related to ~’ and c“ by [l{cf. 14].

~! = ~/c
o

(39a)

C*, =60ha (39b)

where k is the wavelength in meters, and r the conductivity in fios/meter,

Using these expressions, the reflection coefficients for dry land and grass,

which represent extrelllc cases, arc plotted in Fig. 13. For an aircraft at

long range (> 1 mile), the angle of incidence will be equal to the elevation

angle of the aircraft, es. Therefore, the l~~agnitude of the reflection coef-

ficient can be written explicitly in ternls of e ~, namely p(es ). This, in turn,

renders the upper bound on the error probability a function of only the air -

craft elevation angle. Summarizing these results, it is found that for flat

terrain, the probability of an ambiguity error for an elevation sensor for an

aircraft at elevation angle es is given by the equatiOns

(
M-1

)-
Pc[us=uot: s ~<y<:T

z
erfc(xmk [p(es ), vI)

k= O
k#m

(40)

u = sin e
s s

m = [T us]-

=U-:n
‘OST

()[

Na 1/2 _— l~(lm)lz ~~ lg(k)12

Xnlk[p(es), q] = ~

‘---’”-”-:----”””””””[-”----”-”c;Jy2
l~(ln)lz + Ig(k)l -2 I{e ~(m)~’:((k)h !~l!

(42)

(41a

(41b
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Fig. 13, Reflection coefficient at I-band.
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- (cr - Cosz e6)
1/2

<r sin es
p(es)= ——-. .—— ——— —-——— .

2 e ~1/2
er sin es t (Cr - cos ~

exp j q (43)

(44)

(45

These equations are easily progralnmed for numerical evaluation.

Except for the elevation angle, the only additional parameter to be specified

is a, the signal-to-noise at each antema element in the array. A power

budget estimate was made in I>art I, Table Z. 1, that indicated that the signal

to-noise ratio at the output of each antenna element would be at least 26 cln

without including the additional gain caused by the elemental antenna c~r the

loss caused by n~ultipath fading. A simple antenna element might be a dipole

on a tri-plane reflector, which would give the desired + 600 azimuth and—.
>;:

i400 elevation coverage Using the fortnllla

(46)

the elemental antema gain is estimated to be 5 d13. The necessary margin

for a multipath fade is difficult to estiInate in this case, because the exact

shape of the antenna pattern is unknown. Uskg Fig. 13 and assuming no

multipath attenuation caused by the antenna pattern at 2. 5° elevation, the

design operating point, the worst case multipath fade could be as great as

%
Note that no ground reflection multipath attenuation is postulated for the

antenna element.
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15 dB. Thereby resulting it, an antenna ele]]qct,t signal-to-noise ratio of

16 dB. Using this value for cl in equatio{] (42), a plc)t c,f the probability of

an ambiguity error as a function of elevation angle c;in be generated for a

particular antenna array configuration. Specifying t}, c antenna array

requires that the number of elc~~~ents and the inter .clel~~cnt spacings be

specified. A number of examples will now be evaluated for various antenna

configurations applied to the scenario described in Part I. For that case,

elevation angle estimates having 1 -n~illiraclian rms error mrere developed

by a phase comparison monopulse system llsin~ tio 7-wavelength apertures.

The phase centers of the apertures were separated by 8 wavelengths. With

the interferometer base line, T, equal to 8, it follows that the direction

cosine has ambiguities at m/8, m=O, 1, 2 ,., ., M-1. 13ydefiniti0n, v = sin e,

where e is the elevation angle, whence it follows that the a!nbiguous

regions are 0° -7. 18°, 7. 18° -14.470, 14.47° -22.02°, 22.02° -30°, 30”

-38.68°. Therefore, the number of ambiguous regions, M , is 5.

The most obvious antenna configuration to select is the uniformly

spaced array because its array factor can bc written explicitly (i.e. ,

equation (35)), and it has fairly low sidclobes, providecl that the grating lobe

is outside the O to 40° elevation coverage region. 7’his can be assured by

selecting the inter-element spacing, A, such that A
-1

z sin e For the
max.

case at hand, e = 40°; whence AS 1.56.
max

At first it was thought that the

grating lobe would also have to be kept outside of the -40° to 0° region of

the ground reflected multipath as well, which would have necessitated an

inter-element spacing of A S1. 01. Ilowever, as illustrated in Fig. ]3, the

reflection coefficient is atten~lated at these angles as a result of the nature

of the reflection process which ovcrcolnes the effect of the ambiguous lobe

in this region. In order to il~dicate that this is so, the plots in Figs. 14

through 17 designate the probability of an an~biguity error vs the elevation

angle for a uniform array having 4, 5, 6, and 7 antenna elements. For

the 4-element array, the n~ainlobe width is approxitnatcly 10. 5 degrees.

Therefore, when the beam is pointed to the 2, 5° elevation angle, the multi-

path at -2.5° will be within the 3-d}l bandwidth of the antenna pattern and,

hence, is not attenuated significantly to render the effects of multipath
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Fig. 14. Upper bound on the probability of an ambiguity error

(4-element uniform array).
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Fig. 15. Upper bound on the probability of an ambiguity error
(5-element uniform array).
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Fig. 16. Upper bound on the probability of an ambiguity error

(6-element uniform array).
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negligible. This is undoubtedly the reason for

4 -elenlent array at low elevation angles.

The relatively n~ore frequent incidence

vation angle region can be tempered somewhat

sents an upper bound on perforn~ance when the

maintain their worst case phase relationship.

formance is likely to be significantly better.

h a practical implementation, the cost

the poor performance of the

t~f errors in the 3° to 4C’ ele -

by the fact that the plot repre -

direct and multipath signals

Therefore, the average per-

of the ambiguity resolving

array ticreases with each additional antenna element in view of the fact that

in addition b the actial antenna element, an a)nplitude and phase n~easure -

ment capability must also be provided. Therefore, there is a premium in

trying to keep the number of antenna elements as small as possible. ~is

can be done by using non -uniformly spaced antenna elements. As an example,

antennas were located at O, 3. 2, 6.4 and 11. 2 wavelengths from the bottom

antenna which resulted in the array antenna pattern illustrated in Fig, 18.

The correspondkg plot of the upper bound of an ambiguity error is illus -

trated in Fig. 19, which indicates that performance, comparable to the 5-

el. ement wiform array, can be obtained. It is likely that even better per -

formance can be obtained by performing a more exhaustive search over all

possible spacings for a 4 -element array.
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Fig. 18. Antenna patterl~ of 4 -elelncnt non-uniforl~~l.y spaced array.
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Fig. 19. Upper bound on the probability of an ambiguity error
(4-element non -uniform array).
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4.0 Conclusions

In Part I of this report an optimuln dcsigt~ fc>r a two-element inter-

ferometer was developed for an clcvatio[~ a,~gle SCIISC)I.. Although capable of

generating very accurate elevation angle lmeas~lrcl~~ents (-1 milliradian) in

the presence of ground reflection multipath, the sel~sor w:is intrinsically

ambiguous. A separate sensor for resolving the an~biguities was proposed,

and a design procedure was developed by formulating the ambiguity resolu-

tion problem as an M -ary statistical hypothesis test, A receiver structure

resulted that could be interpreted as a bean~ forrnil~g array that scanned the

antenna beam to M an~biguous an~lcs, estin~ating the tr~le angle on the basis

of the position that resultc[l in the largest power. ‘1’hi. strategy was optimum

for the case of receiver noise interference.

The effects of ground reflection multipath were evaluated by deriving

an upper bound on the probability of all atnbiguity error. The bound (although

a function of the relative phase between the direct and multipath signals) was

calculated only at the worst case phase. It was shown that low error prob-

abilities ( < 004 ) could be obtained for a 4-ele]nent non-uniformly spaced

array with relatively inexpensive ( < $ 100) dipole antennas on a tri -plane

reflector spaced at O, 3. 2, 6.4, and 11. Z wavelengths. Combined with the

two -element interferometer, this should be a very effective elevation angle

sensor for monitoring the approach and landing of aircraft. The inter -

ferometer -ambiguity revolving antenna co,nplex for the terminal Air Traffic

Control landing application is illustrated in Fig, 40.
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Fig. 20. Typical interferometer - ambiguity resolving antenna

complex.
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A PP~;Nl)IX

Derivation of the I,arge SNR k~rrc)r l“>robability

An upper bound on the conditional error prc~bability was derived in

equation (16), The result was the following:

M-1

‘(cles)= z ‘F(k)> ‘(m)lu. = ‘~”’:1
k= O
k#m

It was further shown that the likelihood ratios were given by

where ~(i) is a zero mean, co~nplex Gauss ial]

ante

—
>:~(i)~ (j)=O .

(A. 1 )

(A. 2)

random variable with covari -

(A. 3a)

(A. 3b)

The development is simplified somewhat by introducing the following addi -

tional notatiom.

~(i)=ysk(~~ -oi)iylh(ul-; i) i.korm (A. 4)

Then

f(i)= l~(i) t~(i)lz

= l~(i)12 t 2 Re[c” (i) q(i)] t In(i)lz

= l~(i)12 t 2 Re[C”< (i) ~(i)]

b2

(A. 5)



where the last approximation holds when the effective signal-to -noise ratio

is high (typically -12 df~). The nOise term bcc Omes

Zi = 2 Re[~’:’ (i) v (i)] (A. 6)

which is a zero mean, real Gaussian random variable having variance

The random variables Zm and Zk have cOvariance

.

_ 4U
2

z Re[~(m) ~(k) x (~m - ~k)]
mzk - N

By definition, ;i = 80 t i /T, hence equation (A, 8) reduces to

2
z

[ ( )1
- ~ Re ~(m) ~(k)k ~

mzk -

(A. 7)

(A, 8)

The purpose of the analysis is to find an expression for the conditional

probability

[
P f(k) > l(m)lufi - UO t: 1

(A.9)

which can be used in equatiOll (14). Using equatiOns (A. 5) and (A. 6 ), the

compubtion reduces to

[
‘]=p[!E(k)12tzk>lE(m)12t~mlus=uot;]P t(k >f(m) Ius=uO’t T

[
=Pzk-z ~>lg(m)lz -l~(k)lzlus=uo t+] .

(A, 10)
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However, Zk and Zm are zero ~~oean Gaussian random variables; hence,

is also a zero mean, Gaussian random variable. Furthermore,
‘k - ‘m
variance is

2=
‘A

[z(k) - z(m)]z

Therefore, it follows that

its

11)

where

[ ()
m 2

“fc ‘x)= 7;- ~ “p + ‘t

(A. 12)

(A. 13)

denotes the error function.

The critical parameters in terms of system performance are usually

the multipath reflection coefficient, p = lY1l/lY~ 1, an~l the relative phase

between the direct and multipath signals, q = arg VI - arg Ye. These

definitions are substituted into equation (A. 4), which can then be expressed

as follows:

~(i) = ys[~(us - 01,) + h(,lI - ;I) P exl~ CPI (A, 14)



‘

:,

I.etting

C’(i) = t(i)/y~

the argument of the error function becul?~es

(A. 15)

Equations (A 2) to (A, 16) are the bases fc)r collations (26) to (30).

.
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